Analysis of relation between virologic responses and immunologic responses, patient's factors in AIDS clinical trials using a semiparametric mixed-effects model.
In this article we propose to use a semiparametric mixed-effects model based on an exploratory analysis of clinical trial data for a study of the relation between virologic responses and immunologic markers such as CD4+ and CD8 counts, and host-specific factors in AIDS clinical trials. The regression spline technique, used for inference for parameters in the model, reduces the unknown nonparametric components to parametric functions. It is simple and straightforward to implement the procedures using readily available software, and parameter inference can be developed from standard parametric models. We apply the model and the proposed method to an AIDS clinical study. Our findings indicate that viral load level is positively related to baseline viral load level, negatively related to CD4+ cell counts, but unrelated to CD8 cell counts and patient's age neither.